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This story has no beginning and no end. In the
past a race of Angels, on a distant world had
reached the limit of their development, they had
exhausted the natural resources of their planet and
had faced stagnation and decline. With their
eventual decline before them they built the ship
known as the Sky Citadel, a mobile space city in
which they could travel across the sea of stars to
find new worlds, which they could exploit and
dominate, enslaving any existing populations they
might find.
After travelling the vastness of space and time,
they came upon the Earth. A planet rich in the
minerals they needed for their technology. They
found vast deposits of gold deep within the
subterranean caverns, a valuable resource which
they hoped would be a catalyst for a renaissance
of their disintegrating culture.
Upon the Earth they discovered many lifeforms
all of which were far more primitive than
themselves, lifeforms which they could, using
their science and magic, change and modify to
create slaves and playthings for their pleasure and
use.
They took their Angel essence and mixed it with
the beasts of the grasslands to create docile and
willing comfort males and females to satiate their
lust. They mixed their essence with the apes to
create the slaves to mine minerals they desired.

They used their essence with the fishes of the
oceans to create the builders of the great undersea
city. They created a myriad of giants, dwarfs,
fabulous beautiful creatures, monsters and
abominations. These creations were later to be
known as The Fae.
In time when the Angels had taken vast amounts
of gold from the Earth, they left to continue
their odyssey of conquest and exploitation,
leaving 199 Angels on Earth to oversee the
planet’s domination.
In time the Angel overseers came to feel love for
their subjects, and began to breed with them, and
eventually school them in the arts of warfare,
science, architecture, medicine, and aesthetics.
Within time, the overseers, freed their slaves, and
adopted an egalitarian societal model. Eventually
the former slaves and their former overseers built
vast cities together creating a paradise upon the
Earth.
Eventually the Sky Citadel returned after a long
and unsuccessful voyage. At this stage most of the
technology of the Sky Citadel no longer
functioned, and all the knowledge of the home
planet was now lost in the mists of time. The
Angels had decided that they would now have to
establish a new home upon the Earth.
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However the inhabitants of the returning Sky
Citadel were horrified to find that the 199
overseers had created a new society and had
genetically intermixed themselves with the slave
races. The action the Angels took was swift and
brutal. Led by the first clone of the master, the
Angel Champion, the angels attacked the
fabulous city of Atlantis, capturing most of the
overseers, crippling their wings, torturing them,
and eventually imprisoning them in the caverns of
Subterrania. They then moved the Sky Citadel
closer to the Earth causing fluctuations in the
weather, the result of which was a global flood
that wiped out the civilisation of
the Overseers.
Very few of the Fae survived and those that did
were forced to live hidden away and in secret. The
Angels re-established the old order using a newly
created slave race, part Angel, part ape, to develop
the science and technologies, the Angels needed
to repair and develop the Sky Citadel, which by
this time was little more than a floating hulk,
with most of the technology no longer
functioning. The original science, technology and
knowledge which had been behind the building of
the Sky Citadel were by this time long forgotten
and lost to time. The Angels were now relying on
their slaves to eventually develop an advanced
civilisation which the Angels would then take
control of.

In the meantime deep in the caverns of the Earth,
the former overseers, and now Rebel Angels,
along with a few of the Fae which had survived
the flood had overthrown the guard race keeping
them prisoner. All of the guards had renounced
their allegiance to the Angels, and had joined the
Rebels. The Rebel Angels had then begun
building a huge city so that they and their allies
could live in comfort and safety.
As the Rebels had been the Scientists, Alchemists
and Thinkers of the original Angel society they
were able to utilise what resources they had at
hand. There were many new discoveries one of
these being Brimstone Fire, the sulphuric blue
energy with which they could power and light
their great city, and another being Vril, the
energy source which when combined with
Brimstone Fire and focused through different
mineral lenses could produce a super energy.
With the discovery of Vril work began on the
Brimstone Ray, a canon so powerful it would be
capable of neutralising all of the advanced
technology on the Sky Citadel. There was
however a problem for the Rebel Angels, the four
gems, which were to form the lenses needed for
the Vril accumulators, the essential energy
focusing component of the Brimstone Ray, were
located in the Rebellion friendly City of Sodom
on the surface above, city which was under attack
by the Angel Army.
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The Angels had sent agents into Sodom who had
learned of the existence of the gems, but not the
location. They had then used ‘Rain of Fire’, a
primitive but effective technology, where sulphur
pellets were shot at a target from the Sky Citadel
to destroy the city. Then as Sodom burned and
it’s citizens were reduced to panic and madness,
the Angel soldiers moved in searching for the
gems.
It is at this point a Rebel Angel foot soldier and a
Dark Angel Resurrectionist managed to defeat
hundreds of Angels and locate the gems before
the Angels did, they then escaped the falling city
of Sodom, travelled beneath the Dead Sea, across
the Bridge of the Damned and entered the newly
built Third City of Hell, where they took the
gems to the Vril accumulators. Then they made
their way to the mountains at the top of the
World and fired the Brimstone Ray.
The Sky Citadel was completely incapacitated by
the blast leaving it a cratered rock floating in the
Earth’s sky. Following this victory the Rebels
began planning their final assault,
However the Angel Empire was far from
finished. In a secret location they had built a
fabulous city, where they had managed to relocate
some of their advanced weaponry, including a
time-travelling device called ‘The Bell’,

‘The Bell’ had enabled the Angels to make contact
with developing civilizations in the Earth’s
future, and exchange ideas, weaponry and armour.
In addition to their hidden city the Angels had
also began creating a subterranean network of
outposts and tunnels. This network had enabled
them to wage war on the Rebel cities of Hell.
In time, with the aid of re-converted Rebels, the
Angels managed a major raid on the Third City
of Hell, stealing away all of the Bloodfire and
Brimstone weapons. They Also managed to take
with them the recently developed Angelfire
weapons. The Queen of the city is now in hiding,
awaiting assistance.
This raid gave the Angels a distinct technological
over the Rebels, who now face total
extermination.
A team of elite Dark Angel Soldiers have already
attempted to locate and destroy ‘The Bell’ in the
hope of stopping the Angels from gaining further
technology from future civilizations. The y
managed to find the location of the hidden city,
which they have reported back is a a cemetery
which archives the ashes of all the dead Angels, in
the hope of resurrecting them sometime in the
days yet to come.
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The advance team also reported that although the
angels have Brimstone and Bloodfire weapons
they have yet to utilise them to their full
potential. Also the Angels now have in addition
to Archangels in their ranks several Valkyries
who are stronger and able to fly somewhat despite
the Earth’s strong gravity and the weight of their
armour.
The advance team also managed to reprt that they
had located ‘The Bell’ and were about to attempt
to destroy it
However they were captured and now face torture
and death in the Angel’s prison.
The survival of the Rebel Angels now hangs in
the balance. The Queen of the Third City of
Hell needs to be saved, and the Angel occupation
force defeated. Then the advance team needs to be
rescued from the prison, so that they can report
the location of the Angel City and The Bell.
Then The Bell must be destroyed, at all costs.
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Rebels
Dark Angel Soldiers
The Rebel Angels have very few soldiers capable
of delivering death, but those that can, are very
effective. Heavily armoured, armed with a
Brimstone repeater pistol and highly intelligent,
they are more than a match for even the most
powerful troops of the Angel Army.

The Dark Angel
Resurrectionist
In the distant past she had been an Elite Soul
Destroyer in the Angel Army, but since joining
the Rebellion she uses her power for healing. She
is capable of bringing her allies back to full
health within seconds; however she does need
time to recharge, once she has used her power.
She is also unable to fight or kill, and is
vulnerable to attacks, although as she has the
semblance of an Elite Soul Destroyer enemies
tend to keep their distance from her.

Dark Angel Queen
She was originally created as a sexual plaything
for the Angel Army but since her liberation and
inclusion into the Rebellion she usually uses her
skills to provide emotional support, guidance and
care for those who need it, she has also worked as
a negotiator, and was responsible for persuading
the Subterranean Cavern Guards to renounce the
Angels and join the Rebellion. She can move
quietly to avoid detection. However she is unable
to fight or kill.

Dark Angel Valkyrie
Valkyries are the elite gaurds of the Necopolis.
They are the strongest and most heavily armed of
the Angel warrior caste, although they are weaker
than Archangels. a small number of them have
had their wings crippled and were imprisoned as a
punishment for failing to stop the firing of the
Brimstone Ray. Since their secape from prison
they have joined the Rebellion.

Enemies
Angel Foot Soldiers
These are the lowest rank of the Angel Army,
scarred and hardened from the countless battles
across the Sea of Stars. Armed with basic melee
weapons they come in multiple stregnths and
appearances.
Foot soldiers make-up the bulk of the Angel
Army, however since the attack on the Sky
Citadel the Army is now relying less on the use
of melee weapons in favour of Brimstone,
Bloodfire and Angelfire weapons.
Although some of these troops are extremely
tough and hardy they are no match for Dark
Angels unless they attack in large numbers. Most
of them also from their life essence upon death.

Angel Soul Destroyers
The Angel caste above the foot soldiers is the
Soul Destroyer caste. Originally back on the
Angels home world they were the priestly caste,
and as the Angel Empire became more militaristic
they evolved into a sinister closed order.
Overtime this closed order gained a great deal of
power and influence, until they had control over
almost every part of the Angel Empire.
Although each one is a separate being, Soul
Destroyers share a hive mind and a joint
collective consciousness, they are also all
physically identical differencing only in size.
They have one major weakness, and that is that
they are slaves to lust. Upon fixation to a being
that they desire, they loose their connection to
the hive mind triggering an existential crisis.
Although un-armoured, without weapons and
slow moving, they are extremely dangerous and
resilient to attack. They kill using telekinesis at
close range and are best dealt with from a
distance.
They come is various levels of toughness, and all
of them kill with one hit.
There are several Archangels within their ranks.

Archangels
Archangels come from the order of Soul
Destroyers, they are usually the the guardians of
sacred and vital items, such as gems, keys and
relics, they are the strongest Angels in their
order, and are usually surrounded by minions.

Angel Champion
Originally created as ‘The First Clone of the
Master,’ the Angel Champion is heavily
armoured and much more resilient to damage than
any other angel.
Although he is brutal he is not particularly
intelligent.

Gunner Angels
Since the acquisition of the Rebel technologies of
Brimstone and Bloodfire, the Angels now have
several legions of Gunner Angels using ranged
artillery, in the form of projectile firing longbarrelled pistols, although inaccurate and
underdeveloped these pistols are still quite
dangerous and allow the Angels to attack from a
distance. There are two main types of Gunner
Angels, Brimestone Gunners and Bloodfire
Gunners.

Valkyrie Angels
Valkyies form the elite guard units of the
Necropolis, they collect the bodies of the Angel
dead, cremate them and put the ashes into large
urns in the hope that technology will become
available to resurrect them sometime in the
distant future.
Valkyries also act as shocktroops for the angel
army, they are much stronger than Angel foot
soldiers and can also fly for short distances,
despite the Earths gravitational field and their
heavy armour. They also act as guardians of
sacred objects as the Archangels do.
As an elite fighting force they are armed with the
most deadly weapon in the Angel Empire, the
newly developed Angelfire cannon, which is
mounted on their helmet. The Angelfire cannon
is capable of killing any being alive, with just one
hit.

Angel Cannons
Last but not least, the Angels now have
automated cannons, these cannons fire Brimstone,
Bloodfire or Angelfire projectiles.

Controls
Fire: Left Mouse Button/LCtrl
Movement: WASD/Arrow Keys
Crouch: C
Jump: Space Bar
Aim up or down: Right Mouse Button
Change Music Volume: 6
Video Options: V
Pause/Reload/New Game/Exit Game: Esc/1
For a more realistic game experience the game
records only the last level you played on the last
session.
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Soundtrack composed, written, performed and
recorded by Tony McKormack
Recorded at Gallows Lane Studios,
Gloucester UK
Copyright Tony McKormack
Concept based on Sumerian Legends,
The Book of Enoch and other ancient sources.
Story by Tony McKormack
Game created by Tony McKormack using
Unreal® Engine 4.26.2
3d models from Epic Games Market Place
Other models created in Poser 6 and used under
interactive licence from Daz3d.com
‘Necropolis of the Angels’ uses Unreal® Engine.
Unreal® is a trademark or registered trademark
of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States of
America and elsewhere. Unreal® Engine,
Copyright 1998 – 2022, Epic Games, Inc.
All rights reserved.
http://abominationgames.com
Support: tony@vampiredivision.com

END USERS LICENCE AGREEMENT
Please read the following terms and conditions
carefully before using this Game. Your use,
distribution or installation of this copy of
‘Necropolis of the Angels’ indicates your
acceptance of this License.
This game here means Software, image files, all
accompanying files, data and materials received
with your order of ‘Necropolis of the Angels’.
If you do not agree to any of the terms of this
License, then do not install, distribute or use the
game. If you have purchased a single copy from
Abomination Games or an authorized distributor,
reseller or any retail channel, you may return it
unused, within thirty (30) days after purchase, for
a refund of your payment less any incidental
charges. The 30-day warrantee is applicable only
to products bought within The United Kingdom.
Products downloaded to or shipped out of The
United Kingdom are strictly non-refundable.
Warrantee covers defects in the software, which
prevents successfully installing the software in
the buyer's PC. Warrantee does not cover fitness
of purpose, not meeting of expectations or needs
in the mind of the buyer.
This game is for personal use only and may be
installed and used by on only one computer. Its
component parts may not be separated for use on
more than one computer. This game may be
accessed through a network only after obtaining a
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site license. All components accompanying the
software are copyrighted by Tony McKormack
and may not be taken apart, modified, used or
published with other software or means except
with the game software and may not be
distributed or copied in any manner.
This game, all accompanying files, data and
materials, are distributed "AS IS" and with no
warranties of any kind, whether express or
implied. The user must assume all risk of using
the program. This disclaimer of warranty
constitutes an essential part of the agreement.
Any liability of Abomination Games, Tony
McKormack or Epic Games will be limited
exclusively to refund of purchase price. In
addition, in no event shall Abomination Games,
Tony McKormack, Epic Games or its principals,
shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates,
contractors, subsidiaries, or parent organizations,
be liable for any incidental, consequential,
punitive or any other damages whatsoever relating
to the use of ‘Necropolis of the Angels’
In addition, in no event does Abomination
Games, Tony McKormack or Epic Games
authorize you to use this game in applications or
systems where this game's failure to perform can
reasonably be expected to result in a physical
injury, or in loss of life. Any such use by you is
entirely at your own risk, and you agree to hold
Abomination Games, Tony McKormack or Epic

Games harmless from any claims or losses
relating to such unauthorized use.
This Agreement constitutes the entire statement
of the Agreement between the parties on the
subject matter, and merges and supersedes all
other or prior understandings, purchase orders,
agreements and arrangements. This Agreement
shall be governed by the laws of The United
Kingdom.
Abomination Games and Tony McKormack are
the owners of the copyright of this game, all of
its derivatives, title and accompanying materials
are the exclusive property of Abomination Games
and Tony McKormack. All rights of any kind,
which are not expressly granted in this License,
are entirely and exclusively reserved to and by
Abomination Games and Tony McKormack.
You may not rent, lease, transfer, modify,
translate, reverse engineer, de-compile,
disassemble or create derivative works based on
this game. You may not make access to
‘Necropolis of the Angels’ available to others in
connection with a service bureau, application
service provider, or similar business, or use this
game in a business to provide file compression,
decompression, or conversion services to others.
There are no third party beneficiaries of any
promises, obligations or representations made by
Abomination Games or Tony McKormack
herein.
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You may not disclose to other persons the data or
techniques relating to this game that you know or
should know that it is a trade secret of
Abomination Games and Tony McKormack in
any manner that will cause damage to
Abomination Games and Tony McKormack.
This game and all services provided may be used
for lawful purposes only.
Transmission, storage, or presentation of any
information, data or material in violation of any
United Kingdom law is strictly prohibited. This
includes, but is not limited to: copyrighted
material, material we judge to be threatening or
obscene, or material protected by trade secret and
other statute. You agree to indemnify and hold
Abomination Games and Tony McKormack
harmless from any claims resulting from the use
of this game, which may damage any other party.
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